ROHR’S

GUEST WELLNESS PROTOCOLS

• All Rohr’s associates will be wearing masks and gloves inside the restaurant spaces.

• Guests are asked to please wear masks when moving around public spaces. Masks can be taken off when guests are seated at the table.

• Rohr’s is operating at 75% capacity, in accordance with the Indiana Restaurant and Lodging Association Hoosier Hospitality Promise guidelines.

• Reservations are encouraged in order to eliminate overcrowding at the Rohr’s entrance.

• Rohr’s bar seating is currently unavailable.

• A QR code is provided at each table to view menus. Single-use menus are also available.

• Condiments and additives will be served in individual containers and upon request only.

• All high-touch areas, tables and chairs are sanitized before and after each use. Each area will also be sanitized hourly.

• In addition to hourly sanitization, the Rohr’s kitchen is deep cleaned and sanitized at least once per day.

• We have redesigned our seating arrangements to ensure at least six feet of separation between table setups. We will not be able to combine any tables.

• A limited party size of six guests per table has been established as recommended by the CDC and approved by local and state government.